A rapid method for identifying diversity within PCR amplicons using a heteroduplex mobility assay and synthetic polynucleotides: application to characterisation of dsRNA elements associated with Cryptosporidium.
A 173-bp fragment of the small extra-chromosomal double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) element of Cryptosporidium parvum was generated by reverse transcriptase PCR from nucleic acid extracted from whole faeces of 18 epidemiologically unrelated cases of cryptosporidiosis. Eleven different sequences were detected and two selected as reference DNA in a heteroduplex mobility assay (HMA). Although sequence diversity was detected, this was difficult to characterise because of the similarity in electrophoretic mobility of the homo- and heteroduplex bands. A PCR method was devised to generate synthetic polynucleotides of greater sequence diversity for use in the HMA. The presence of the synthetic 173-bp fragments was enriched by using, as template for the PCR, material excised from the area of the heteroduplex bands in stained electrophoresis gels. Nine novel sequences were generated and evaluated as reference sequences in the HMA. One of these with 20 bp different from the original sequence was selected for use in the HMA for improved resolution of heteroduplex and homoduplex bands and number of patterns easily resolved (nine different patterns corresponding to different DNA sequences). This method may be useful for analysis of DNA where there is limited natural variation or little sequence variation is described.